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Abstract Lung abnormalities and respiratory diseases

increase as side effects of urban life and development.

Therefore, understanding lung dynamics and its changes

during the presence of abnormalities are critical in order to

design more reliable tools for the early diagnosis and

screening of lung pathology. The goal of this paper is to

indicate the chaotic nature of normal lung sound and its

transition to randomness in the presence of lung disease. The

latter characteristic could serve as an indicator for evaluating

the recovery process for patients suffering from lung disease.

To verify this idea, we compared group of healthy and non-

healthy subjects and also group of non-healthy subjects

before and after treatments. Chaotic and randomness indices

applied to lung sound signals which captured by multi-

channel data acquisition system. Results show that the nor-

mal lung displays chaotic dynamics. However, with the

increase in lung abnormality, moves toward more random

behaviour and away from its original chaotic state. Also,

chaotic and randomness indices indicate their abilities to

classify healthy and non-healthy lung sounds.

Keywords Lung sound � Chaos � Randomness �
Respiratory disease � Statistical process

Introduction

Environmental conditions, smoking and related side effects

are considered as major factors contributing to the increase

of respiratory diseases. Chronic obstructive pulmonary

disease (COPD) and asthma are two of the most common

lung diseases.

COPD is characterized by the progressive development

of airflow limitation with obstruction of small airways,

enlargement of air spaces, destruction of lung parenchyma

and loss of lung elasticity [1–3]. On the other hand, asthma

is characterized by variable and recurring symptoms,

reversible airflow obstruction and bronchospasm [4, 5].

Symptoms such as obstruction of the airways, chest

tightness or pains, shortness of breath, cough and wheezes

or other abnormal lung sounds while breathing are often

associated with these diseases [1–5]. Specialists claim that

the lung sounds are far from being sufficient to diagnose

lung diseases; however, as we go further, these sounds are

becoming a more essential and informative factor for the

diagnoses of respiratory diseases [6].

Lung sounds are produced by movement of the air in the

respiratory airways and their interaction which provide

insight into the state of the lung in a non-invasive manner [7].

Lung sounds are nonlinear in nature; therefore, digitization

and computerized analysis will enable us to reveal several

aspects of them, such as its frequency domain, not readily

available through the subjective, band-limited listening via a

stethoscope [7]. The nonlinear nature of lung sound led

researchers to use nonlinear analysis and dynamic modeling

[8], fractal analysis, which has been proven to be useful for

extraction of respiratory sound characteristics [9–11], time–

frequency and time-scale domain analysis [12–15] and

analysis of chaotic feature of lung sound [16] which indicates

the chaotic dynamics of healthy lung sound. Besides,
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Vibration response imaging (VRI) offer noninvasive alter-

native to lung scintigraphy for predicting postoperative lung

function in patients with lung malignancies [17].

Computerized analysis of lung sounds can assist in

diagnosis and in evaluation during disease follow up, also it

can provide a relatively high specificity for detecting

abnormal lung sounds such as crackles and wheezes [6,

18]. Based on recent study, remote monitoring of respira-

tory sounds may be useful for the detection and follow up

of COPD exacerbation [18]. Multi-channel pulmonary

sound acquisition provides ability to monitor multiple

locations simultaneously, which is not possible with

stethoscope auscultation, therefore; several studies used

this characteristic in acoustic-based pulmonary system

mapping [19–21] or model multi-channel pulmonary data

mathematically to reveal the inherent structure of pul-

monary sounds [22].

The goal of this paper is to indicate that the chaotic

nature of normal lung sound changes during diseases,

increase its randomness; therefore, we can use this char-

acteristic as an indicator to evaluate recovery, for patients

with lung disease.

Materials and methods

Data acquisition

Lung sound signals were recorded from 40 healthy subjects

(20–40 years old) and 40 patients suffering from COPD or

asthma (25–55 years old) at the Department of Pneumol-

ogy in Sharitai Hospital. All subjects gave informed con-

sent prior to sound acquisition process. Body-mass-indices

of the subjects ranged from 19 to 33 kg/m2.

Data was recorded in a regular and non-soundproof

room, using a 6-channel respiratory sound acquisition

device designed and implemented in the bioinstrumenta-

tion and biological signal processing Laboratory, Am-

irKabir University of Technology. The system was

comprised of 6 electret microphones (Sony ECM-44BPT)

fitted into conical cavities. The cavities attached on a

wearable jacket, which fit them at positions on the posterior

chest wall (three microphones on the right and three on the

left, aligned symmetrically with respect to the spine). We

use Littmann master classic II type chestpiece as cavity in

our acoustical system which recommended by pulmonol-

ogists and has outstanding frequency response in compare

to other types of chestpiece as well as stay in acceptable

frame-work; also, frequency response of microphones is

flat between 100 and 5 kHz.

An analog filter unit drived microphone and filtered

output signals, which was then digitized at 20 kHz and

16-bits by data acquisition device (AD Instruments,

PowerLab) and transferred to the computer using an

interface developed in MatLab environment.

The main advantage of multi channel lung sound

recording method lies in its power to cover the whole lung

and to capture all possible deformations in respiratory

sounds in a single recording. Moreover, it enabled us to

determine the location of abnormalities.

Subjects were asked to stay calm and relaxed and were

instructed to breathe in specific normal rate in order to pre-

vent turbulent flow and control flow rate. Each record con-

tained 3 inhales and exhales with 1 s pause after each section.

Pre-processing

Before applying any indices to the signals, we have to seg-

ment the lung sound signals. According to the sample rate

and characteristics of lung sounds, 2,000 points segments

with 25 % overlap selected and then segmented samples

were normalized. Totally, we extracted 1,000 segments from

healthy subjects lung sounds and 1,000 segments from non-

healthy subjects lung sounds. Also, 400 segments extracted

from patients subjects before treatment and 400 segments

extracted from same group of patients after treatment. All

indices are applied to these extracted parts.

Chaotic indices

There is no single criteria to decide whether a given signals

are chaotic; however, some indices use to investigate and

indicate chaotic behaviour of signals. The chaotic indices

used in this research are introduced in the following

subsections.

Largest Lyapunov exponent

The method of Lyapunov characteristic exponents serves

as a useful tool to quantify chaos, and specially, to measure

the rates of convergence or divergence of nearby trajecto-

ries. In other words, Lyapunov exponent is a quantitative

measure of the dynamics of trajectory evolution in phase

space. Negative values of Lyapunov exponents mean that

the two trajectories are drawn closer to each other, whereas

positive values result from the trajectories diverging from

one another, and appear only within the chaotic domain.

Therefore, positive Lyapunov exponent can be used as one

of the chaos indicators [23]. Yet, due to Perron effect [24],

should be noted that largest positive Lyapunov exponent,

by itself, does not in general, indicate chaos.

In their work, Wolf et al. [23] indicated that the largest

positive Lyapunov exponent can be calculated from a data

set by following the long term evolution of one main axis, a

‘fiducial trajectory’, progressively re-orthonormalized

maintaining phase space orientation.
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However, Wolf’s method is highly sensitive to inputs

and can easily lead to an incorrect result [25]. Rosenstein

[26] presented a method to remove the requirement Wolf’s

method to maintain phase-space orientation.

Rosenstein’s algorithm, outlined in Table 1, worked on

recorded time-series, where the system may not be fully

accessible. An approximation of the system dynamics

would be reconstructed by embedding the time-series in

phase space. In this case, each point is a vector of the

previous m points in time (its embedding dimension),

separated by a lag of j time units.

The largest Lyapunov exponent (k1) can be expounded

in following ways:

(1) In n dimensions, k1 quantifies how the average rate

of the fastest growing phase space dimension grows.

(2) It quantifies the average predictability over the

attractor.

(3) Because the neighboring trajectories represent

changes in initial conditions of a system, k1 is an

average or global measure of the sensitivity of the

system to slight changes or perturbations.

Non-chaotic systems are not sensitive at all, since any two

nearby trajectories converge. In contrast, chaotic systems

are highly sensitive, as two neighboring trajectories sepa-

rates, sometimes rapidly.

Mutual information

Mutual information is the quantity that measures how much

one random variable tells us about another. A high mutual

information value indicates a large reduction in uncertainty,

whereas low mutual information indicates a small reduction

in uncertainty and zero mutual information of two random

variables means that the variables are independent [27].

If we denote X, Y as two random variables, then Hx, Hy

are their entropies and we have [27]:

HY ¼ �
XK

i¼1

pðyiÞ log2 pðyiÞ; ð1Þ

where K is the number of non-zero probabilities. The

mutual information for X, Y is defined as:

IY ;X ¼ HY þ HX � HX;Y ; ð2Þ

where HX,Y is stated as:

HX;Y ¼ �
XK

i¼1

XK

j¼1

pðxi; yjÞ log2 pðxi; yjÞ: ð3Þ

To calculate mutual information for lung sounds signal

(X), xi becomes xt and yj becomes xt ? m in lag space.

Larger values of mutual information result in a less chaotic

system [28].

Minimum embedding dimension

For computational costs, speed and the simplicity of result

interpretation, we would like to reconstruct an attractor

having a minimum embedding dimension. Cao [29] pro-

posed a method which is often used to determine the

embedding dimension.

Suppose that x1,x2,…,xN is a time series. Reconstruct

the time series like time delay vectors in phase space:

Yi dð Þ ¼ x ið Þ; x iþ sð Þ; x iþ 2sð Þ; . . .; x iþ d � 1ð Þsð Þ½ �
i ¼ 1; 2; . . .;N � d � 1ð Þs

;

ð4Þ

where d is the embedding dimension and s is the time

delay. Yi (d) is the ith reconstructed vector and Yi
NN (d) as

the nearest neighbor of Yi (d) in embedding dimension d.

we defined a2 (i, d) as:

a2ði; dÞ ¼
Yiðd þ 1Þ � YNN

i ðd þ 1Þ
�� ��

YiðdÞ � YNN
i ðdÞk k ð5Þ

The mean value of all a2 (i, d)’s is defined as:

EðdÞ ¼ 1

N � ds

XN�ds

i¼1

a2ði; dÞ ð6Þ

Let E1(d) be defined as:

E1ðdÞ ¼
Eðd þ 1Þ

EðdÞ ð7Þ

E1 (d) will stop from changing when d is greater than

threshold value (d0) which is the minimum embedding

dimension we try to find. Moreover, for distinguishing

deterministic signals from stochastic signals E2 (d) will be

defined as:

E�ðdÞ ¼ 1

N � ds

XN�ds

i¼1

xðiþ dsÞ � xNNðiþ dsÞ
�� ��

E2ðdÞ ¼
E�ðd þ 1Þ

E�ðdÞ

ð8Þ

E2 (d) can be used to determine whether a time series is

random or not. It is known that for random data, the future

values are independent of the past values, thus, based on

Table 1 Rosenstein’s algorithm procedure [20]

Phase Procedure

1 Estimate lag and mean period using the FFT

2 Reconstruct attractor dynamics using method of delays

3 Find nearest neighbors. Constrain temporal separation

4 Measure average separation of neighbors

5 Use least squares to fit a line to the data
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Cao’s method, for any d, E2 (d) will be equal to 1, whereas,

for deterministic data, E2 (d) is related to d, as a result, it

cannot be a constant for all d.

Correlation dimension

As the most widely used quantitative parameter to

describe attractors, correlation dimension (D2) is a mea-

sure of the complexity of the system related with its

degrees of freedom. Grassberger and Procaccia [30]

obtained a method for computing the correlation dimen-

sion D2. First, a phase space must be constructed. An n-

dimensional phase-space should be spanned by a set of n-

independent embedding vectors [31]. In this regard, Ta-

kens [32] proposed a method for univariate signals, ‘‘time

shift method’’, as bellow:

x~¼ x tð Þ; x t þ sð Þ; . . .; x t þ n� 1ð Þ:sð Þf g ð9Þ

where s is a fixed time increment and n is the embedding

dimension. The correlation integral is defined as a function

of variable distances R:

CðRÞ ¼ lim
N!1

1

N2

X

i 6¼j

HðR� x~i � x~j

�� ��Þ ð10Þ

where N is the number of data points and H is the

Heavyside function (Heaviside function is zero if its

argument is negative and 1 if the argument is zero or

positive). C (R) is a measure of the probability that two

arbitrary points x~i;x~j will be separated by a distance less

than R.

By assuming the attractor as a simple curve in the phase

space, the number of pair of vectors whose distance is less

than a certain radius R will be proportional to R1. In gen-

eral, we have the following relation:

CðRÞ�RD2 ð11Þ

Then, if the number of data and the embedding dimen-

sion are adequately large, we obtain:

D2 ¼ lim
R!0

log CðRÞ
log R

ð12Þ

D2 can be calculated from the slope of the curve by plotting

log(C(R)) versus log(R). For chaotic data, the correlation

dimension at first increases with embedding dimension,

but, at last, it asymptotically approaches a final (true)

value, at least in the ideal case. Moreover, as much as

signal approaches to chaotic condition, D2 increases.

Randomness indices

The randomness indices used in this research are intro-

duced in the following subsections.

Variance to mean ratio (VMR)

The dispersion index [33] or variance-to-mean ratio (VMR)

is a normalized measure of the dispersion of a probability

distribution. A set of observed occurrences could be

quantified by VMR to recognize whether they are clustered

or dispersed compared to a standard statistical model. It is

defined by the following equation:

D ¼ r2

l
ð13Þ

This ratio is also known as the Fano factor. Some distribu-

tions, most notably the Poisson distribution, have equal

variance and mean, giving them a VMR = 1. The geometric

distribution and the negative binomial distribution have

VMR [ 1, while the binomial distribution has VMR \ 1,

and the constant random variable has VMR = 0. Therefore,

as much as VMR is closer to one, related time series has

greater randomness. Therefore, it can be used as a measure of

the degree of randomness of a given phenomenon.

Autocorrelation

Assuming N pairs of observations of a variable x, for a

reasonably large N, then the autocorrelation coefficient at

lag k is defined as follows:

rk ¼

PN�k

i¼1

ðxi � �xÞðxiþk � �xÞ

PN

i¼1

ðxi � �xÞ2
ð14Þ

where �x ¼
PN

t¼1

xt is the overall mean. The plot of the

autocorrelation function as a function of lag is also called

the correlogram and its value must lie within the range [-

1, 1].

On the other hand, the variance is the average of the

squared differences from the mean. Autocovariance of a

time series is defined as the average product of departures

at times t and t ? k,:

ck ¼
1

N

XN�k

t¼1

ðxt � �xÞðxtþk � �xÞ ð15Þ

where ck is the autocovariance coefficient at lag k. The

autocovariance at lag zero, c0, is the variance. By com-

bining two Eqs. (14) and (15), the autocorrelation at lag k

can be written in terms of the autocovariance:

rk ¼ ck=c0 ð16Þ

For a random series, lagged values of the series are

uncorrelated and we expect rk & 0. If x1,…,xN are inde-

pendent and are identically distributed random variables

with arbitrary mean, the expected value of rk is E(rk) = -1/N
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and the variance is Var(rk) & 1/N. The 95 % confidence

limits for the correlogram can hence be plotted at

�1=N � 2=
ffiffiffiffi
N
p

, and are often further approximated to

0� 2=
ffiffiffiffi
N
p

; therefore, we can assume that as much as

coefficients lie within this range, related time series has

more randomness.

Statistical analysis

After calculating all indices, we considered means and

standard deviations of obtained results. We compared

obtained information in two conditions. Firstly we make

comparisons between healthy and patient subjects, secondly

between a group of patients before and after treatments.

For the reason that our datasets smaller than 2,000 ele-

ments, we used Shapiro–Wilk test for testing the normal

distribution of data. In order to verify if there is meaningful

separation between healthy and abnormal subjects for each

index, we used independent sample t test and also for

evaluate this separation between patient subject before and

after treatment we used paired sample t test.

We used SPSS software for statistical analysis and two-

tailed p value\0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results

As previously mentioned, we compare a group of patients

before and after treatments which contained 30 subjects

with COPD or chronic asthma disease, and their lung

sounds were recorded before and after regular treatments

which usually last for 14–21 days.

As results show in Table 2, all indices have acceptable

normal distribution except minimum embedding dimension.

It should be mentioned that treated subjects were not

subsequently categorized as healthy subjects. Table 3

shows the comparison of the mean and standard deviation

(STD) of chaos and random indices between healthy and

patient subjects. The mean and standard deviation (STD) of

same chaos and random indices for unhealthy subjects

before and after medical treatment are also summarized in

Table 4.

As can be seen in Table 3, the largest Lyapunov expo-

nent mean and correlation dimension mean of healthy

subjects are greater than this mean in unhealthy subjects, it

clearly indicate that lung sound signals of healthy subjects

are more chaotic than unhealthy ones; furthermore, com-

plexity of unhealthy signals are less than healthy signals

which means healthy lung sounds are more chaotic than

unhealthy ones. Moreover, healthy subjects have smaller

mutual information mean compared to unhealthy subjects

which means healthy lung sounds are more chaotic. Like-

wise, in comparison of patient subjects before and after

treatment similar condition can be seen. However, mini-

mum embedding dimension mean has slightly changed

between healthy and patient subjects as well as patient

subjects before and after treatment.

Variance to mean ratio (VMR) mean is bigger for

healthy subjects in comparison with patient subjects, and

similarly it is obviously increased during treatment proce-

dure which means that healthy lung sounds have less ran-

domness in comparison with unhealthy lung sounds.

On the other hand, we calculated the quantity of auto-

correlation coefficients which lies within the range of 95 %

confidence as one of random indices, and showed it as

normalized percentage in range of [0,1]. The results present

that this index decreased during treatments, and it was

significantly smaller for healthy subject compared with

unhealthy subjects. Figure 1 shows Autocorrelation-Lag

graph for patient and healthy subject, and indicates how

Table 2 Shapiro–Wilk normality test sigma for each index

Index Shapiro–Wilks sig

Largest Lyapanouv exponent 0.23

Mutual information 0.14

Correlation dimention 0.12

Minimum embedding dimention 0.02

VMR 0.13

Autocorrelation within boundary (percent) 0.17

Table 3 Comparison of chaos and random indices means between healthy and patient Subjects and related p values

Indices Healthy subjects

mean/(STD)

Patient subjects

mean/(STD)

p value

Largest Lyapunov exponent 8.643/(0.432) 7.891/(0.683) Less than 0.0001

Mutual information 2.553/(0.852) 2.671/(0.7676) 0.0012

Minimum embedding dimension 0.7522/(0.242) 0.7601/(0.330) 0.5416

Correlation dimension (D2) 6.475/(4.888) 5.889/(4.992) 0.0081

VMR 1.617/(1.791) 1.429/(1.800) 0.0193

Autocorrelation within boundary (percent) 0.0634/(0.118) 0.321/(0.129) Less than 0.0001
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autocorrelation coefficients of COPD patient lung sound

lies under the approximate confidence interval line, sig-

nificantly more than healthy patient. As described before

with N = 400 as much as autocorrelation coefficients lie

within the range of ±0.1 related signal has more random-

ness which as can be seen in Fig. 1b, COPD signal has

significantly more coefficients within this range in compare

with healthy signal, Fig. 1a, around lag = 80.

Tables 3 and 4 show p values for chaos and random

indices as a measure of error percentage in separation

between healthy and patient subjects; also, Patient subjects

before and after treatments.

Results noticeably demonstrate a separation between

healthy and patient subject in all indices except minimum

embedding dimension. Moreover, results show fair level of

separability between patient subjects before and after

treatment. These results show that there exists a noticeable

change in signal behavior from healthy conditions to

abnormalities. As can be seen, largest Lyapunov exponent,

mutual information and correlation dimension clearly show

that chaotic dynamic of lung signal is reduced from healthy

to abnormal conditions. This also can be seen when we

investigate these indices in a group of patients before and

after treatments. On the other hand, random indices, vari-

ance to mean ratio and autocorrelation indicate that

abnormal lung sounds have more randomness compared

with healthier condition.

Discussion

Chaotic dynamic nature of normal lung sound, formed by

interaction between air flow and semi-fractal structure of

lung airways [18]. In this paper we are not trying to rein-

vestigate the chaotic nature of normal lung sound again.

The goal of this paper is to indicate that the chaotic nature

of normal lung sound changes during diseases, increase its

randomness; therefore, we can use this characteristic as an

indicator to evaluate recovery, for patients with lung

disease.

We made comparison within two paired groups of

candidates, healthy and abnormal subjects as well as

Table 4 Comparison of chaos and random indices means for patient

subjects before and after medical treatment and related p values

Indices Patient subjects

before treatment

mean/(STD)

Patient subjects

after treatment

mean/(STD)

p value

Largest Lyapunov

exponent

7.692/(1.104) 7.821/(1.304) 0.0327

Mutual information 3.012/(1.842) 2.823/(1.798) 0.0385

Minimum

embedding

dimension

0.7626/(0.0317) 0.7649/(0.0253) 0.1071

Correlation

dimension (D2)

5.793 (2.202) 6.034/(1.958) 0.021

VMR 1.289/(1.623) 1.441/(1.249) 0.0349

Autocorrelation

within boundary

(percent)

0.345/(1.270) 0.217/(1.260) 0.0437

Fig. 1 Autocorrelation-Lag

graph for 100 Lag a healthy

subject b COPD subject, dotted

lines indicate boundary of 95 %

confidence (in this case for

N = 400, boundary is 0.1)
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patient subjects before and after treatments. In this com-

parison, we used chaotic and randomness indices to

monitor behaviour changes between groups. It is

observed that normal lung has chaotic dynamics but as

much as abnormalities increase, it keeps distance from

chaotic behavior and becomes more random. Mutual

information mean in healthy subjects is 2.55 and in non-

healthy subjects is 2.67, according to p value which is

0.0012, this index shows that, in overall, behaviour of

normal lung sound is more chaotic in compare to non-

healthy lung sound; Moreover, this finding confirmed by

comparing largest Lyapunov exponent and correlation

dimension indices between groups of subjects too. On

the other hand, VMR mean in healthy subjects is 1.61

and reduced to 1.42 in non-healthy subjects which this

decrease shows that dynamic behaviour of non-healthy

lungs have more randomness in compare to healthy

lungs.

It is obvious that risk of getting some lung diseases like

COPD and bronchitis increase with getting older; however,

in our database there are not significant age and gender

difference between and within groups, mean age of healthy

subjects is 39.2 and for non-healthy subjects is 41.1.

Minimum embedding dimension used as a chaotic index in

many recent studies; so, we adopted it as one of our indi-

ces. In references, it is suggested that theoretically, for

purely random processes, E2 is independent of d and

always equal to 1. Conversely, for purely deterministic

time series it cannot be constant for all d. Therefore, for

chaotic time series it may lay between these two stages.

Considering E1, by increasing the value of d, first E1 is

increased and it stops changing when the time series comes

from a chaotic process. If a plateau is observed for d C d0

then d0 is the minimum embedding dimension so d0 is a

good indicator for recognition chaotic behaviour. However,

considering this index, our results did not show significant

differences between healthy and non-healthy groups which

may arise from its non-normal distribution.

As a conclusion we can say that results give sufficient

evidences to indicate the ability of indices, individually,

to separate healthy and non-healthy subjects and also

show, changing the state of lung sound to more ran-

domness behaviour in the non-healthy conditions which

this is the main aim of this paper. Our non-healthy

subjects suffer from COPD or asthma. Both COPD and

asthma are associated with chronic inflammation of the

respiratory tract which can cause structural deformations

and change interaction between air flow and lung tissue;

so, obtained results may have close relation with con-

ditions of these obstructive diseases. It should also be

noted that more inspection on more variety of lung

abnormalities is recommended for further studies in this

field.
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